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	Subject	Text
	VDO CDR 500	Hi everyone. I need help with opel vdo cdr 500.
Here are the numbers :)
VDO
330886636
No.: 24
	audio car VDO cdr2005(E)	hi there, sorry for trouble, I need an electrical diagram for audio-system VDO CDR2005(E) UY8, pleas
	












	Virgin dump for ecu	Hi,
Please i have 3 car's with same ecu,
and i want to get a virgin dump for ecu clio 1.9DCI if 
	Re: VDO CDR 500	[quote:317370ea0c="matigamer"]Hi everyone. I need help with opel vdo cdr 500.
Here are the numbers 
	Re: Siemens VDO CDR2005 (E) code please	[quote:9726276249="dutzi17"]Hello! Please help me with Siemens VDO CDR2005 (E) code, GM020532659272.
	Re: Siemens VDO CDR2005 (E) code please	[quote:333f5a0dd8="dutzi17"]Hello! Please help me with Siemens VDO CDR2005 (E) code, GM020532631593.
	Schematic diagram for VDO display for VW Polo	I am trying to repair the VDO display in my VW Polo classic and need schematic diagram or any availa
	Encoding SIEMENS VDO WV - 1TO035680A	Hi, can anyone help with decoding the radio?
WV - 1TO035680A, barcode - 014VWZ6Z7H8047071N HW:H04
	Re: Car Radio Siemens vdo cdr 500	[quote:d6cd055bb2="Adocucak"]Can please anyone help me to find the code of car radio siemens vdo cdr
	VDO Dayton Sat Nav with an attitude!	Hi,
fingers crossed that there is an expert somewhere out there.
I have a VDO Dayton MS4200 Sat 
	I need a sevice manual of sony vdo camera ccd F380E	Please if any body can help me with the circuit of sony vdo camera CCD F380 E contact me ismadan@hot
	vx/opel astra z16xe wiring diagram / ecu info	Hi
Does anyone have a wiring diagram for a Vauxhall/Opel Astra with a Z16XE engine and/or tech do
	help need code for vdo	hello i need code for vdo opel cdr 500 with s/n GM050031828106.thank you
	I need a schematic for VDO Daytona PC5400 Nagivation	I need a schematic for VDO Daytona PC5400 Nagivation.
Tanks
	code to vdo cdr500 gm050021526974	need code for vdo cdr 500 opel astra gm050021526974
pleas help :shock: :?
[code]
	urgent astra 2.0dti ecu	could any one please tell me where to find the ecu in my astra 2.0dti 51plate please its urgent than
	Re: VDO CDR2005 Code ?	[quote:9de6757f4c="Hi123"]Hello :)
I need for my Car (Opel Corsa C ) the code for the Radio.
The
	












	VDO CDR2005 Code ?	Hello :)
I need for my Car (Opel Corsa C ) the code for the Radio.
The serial number is : GM0205
	Vdo cdr500 code needed	Type cdr500 e model number gm050021661961
	land rover vdo 22dc597/60	I need dump for this radio or help for calculating code from dump.
	Re: VDO cd413	[quote:74c0b8ee7b="alopes"]Good Morning. I ask you please get me the code of this autoradio, it is t
	Siemens VDO CDR2005 (E) code please	Hello! Please help me with Siemens VDO CDR2005 (E) code, GM020532659272.
	code for vdo cdr 500&#65288;E	hy！i need code for radiocar opel
vdo326559176
num 24469302
code 90222140375900
0030150
	Opel VDO code	need code .
thank you !!
[url=http://radikal.ru][img:1053d5fa96]http://s016.radikal.ru/i337/1702/1
	Car Radio Siemens vdo cdr 500	Can please anyone help me to find the code of car radio siemens vdo cdr 500(e) ? GM050042370812 than
	Siemens VDO CCR 2006 (E) - code needed.	Hi, can anyone help me with code for my CCR 2006?
serial nr: GM020631283043
	Re: code for vdo cdr 500&#65288;E	[quote:54a89a0c32="nenesse"]hy！i need code for radiocar opel
vdo326559176
num 24469302

		[quote:740113ff42="mitko85"]Hello agan from Bulgaria.
I just got Zafira A and replaced the battery,
	Re: Radio code for CD-R 2005	[quote:d51a3ca769="ch1pp1e"]I am looking for a code for my Vauxhall radio please
It's a Siemens VDO
		Made in France
Prod. NR: 82HGB0
Siemens VDO 383555646
N.: 13 188 477
TYPE CD 70
UCE
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